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Abstract. The recursion operators admitted by different operator Burgers equations, in the
framework of the study of nonlinear evolution equations, are here considered. Specifically,
evolution equations wherein the unknown is an operator acting on a Banach space are
investigated. Here, the mirror non-Abelian Burgers equation is considered: it can be written
as rt = rxx+2rxr. The structural properties of the obtained recursion operator are studied;
thus, it is proved to be a strong symmetry for the mirror non-Abelian Burgers equation
as well as to be the hereditary. These results are proved via direct computations as well
as via computer assisted manipulations; ad hoc routines are needed to treat non-Abelian
quantities and relations among them. The obtained recursion operator generates the mirror
non-Abelian Burgers hierarchy. The latter, when the unknown operator r is replaced by
a real valued function reduces to the usual (commutative) Burgers hierarchy. Accordingly,
also the recursion operator reduces to the usual Burgers one.
1 Introduction
Non-Abelian Burgers equations are here studied. The idea is to construct different non-commutative
counterparts of the Burgers equation in a real valued unknown. Indeed, the non-Abelian Burgers
(or non-commutative Burgers) as equation usually considered takes the form of the correspond-
ing nonlinear evolution equation, namely st = sxx+2ssx. Here, the mirror non-Abelian Burgers
equation is considered: it can be written as rt = rxx + 2rxr. Both these non-Abelian Burg-
ers equation are studied by Kupershmidt in [20] who constructed the whole hierarchies they
generate in the case of matrix equations. Notably, here the unknown in the equations under
investigation are supposed to be operators on a suitable Banach space. Hence, these unknown
cannot be represented via finite dimensional matrices. More precisely, r(x, t) is a bounded lin-
ear endomorphism on some Banach space. In applications, choices for the underlying Banach
space include sequence spaces and L2(RI ), see [9], [10], [29]. On the other hand, the results on
non-commutative hierarchies of finite dimensional matrix equations are naturally included, as a
particular case, in the present study. Non-Abelian generalization of Burgers equation where the
unknown are finite dimensional matrices are constructed in Bruschi, Levi and Ragnisco [21].
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The present study is concerned about structural properties of non-Abelian Burgers equations
and represents a continuation of the results in [6, 7], where the recursion operator of the non-
Abelian Burgers equation is obtained via a Cole-Hopf [11, 19] transformation linking the non-
commutative heat equation and the non-commutative Burgers equation. Then, the obtained
operator is proved to satisfy all the required algebraic properties to be the hereditary recursion
operator which generates the non Abelian Burgers hierarchy. Specifically, it is both a strong
symmetry and a hereditary operator. following the same approach, the mirror hierarchy is
generated. Notably, it coincides with the mirror hierarchy proposed by Kupershmidt in [20], who
constructs a recursive definition of the hierarchies. Here, the hierarchy is recovered on application
of the Cole-Hopf transformation viewed as a particular case of Ba¨cklund transformation and,
hence, the results by Fuchssteiner [14] and Fokas and Fuchssteiner [12] referring to Ba¨cklund
transformations and recursion operators can be applied. In particular, the recursion operator of
the mirror Non Abelian Burgers equations is obtained, combining the non-commutative Cole-
Hopf transformation with the trivial recursion operator admitted by the non-commutative linear
heat equation.
The hierarchy of non-commutative Burgers equations (therein termed right-handed) as well
as the corresponding recursion operator in [7] were, independently, obtained by Gu¨rses, Karasu
and Turhan [18] on application of a method, in [17], based on the Lax pair formulation.
It should be mentioned that the present investigation is part of a wide reasearch program
which takes its origins in the study of structural properties of nonlinear evolution equations,
where the unknown is a real valued function, and their connection with Ba¨cklund transformations
[24, 3, 13]. In particular, this work continues the study, currently under further development,
on non-Abelian nonlinear evolution equations in [2] - [8], [13], [25]- [29].
The material is organized as follows. The opening Section 2 concerns the mirror non-Abelian
Burgers equation, termed also mirror non-commutative Burgers equation. This equation is
linked, via a mirror Cole-Hopf transformation to the noncommutative heat equation. The cor-
responding hierarchy is generated via subsequent applications of the admitted recursion operator,
denoted as Φ(r) which is later shown to be hereditary. Then, all the equations belonging to the
mirror Burgers hierarchy follow on subsequent applications of the operator Φ(r). Notably, this
mirror Burgers hierarchy is the same obtained by Kupershmidt [20].
In the subsequent Section 3, the obtained operator Φ(r), is proved to represent a strong
symmetry admitted by the mirror non-Abelian Burgers equation.
Sections 4 is devoted the hereditarines of the recursion operator Φ(r). Notably, there are
different ways to prove the hereditariness of the recursion operator Φ(r). Indeed, as already
pointed out, its construction via the Cole-Hopf transformation which links the mirror non-
Abelian Burgers equation to the non-commutative linear heat equation indicates it inherits such
a property. Furthermore, the result can be proved via a direct computation, following the lines
of the proof given in [7] where the hereditariness of the recursion operator admitted by the
usual non-Abelian Burgers equation is shown. In addition, the proof can be constructed via a
computer assisted method: this is presented in Section 5 where the difficulties which arise when
a computer algebra language is used in dealing with non-commutative quantities is pointed out.
Finally, an Appendix devoted to a brief summary on the connection between recursion op-
erators and Ba¨cklund transformations and, in particular, to summarize those results needed
throughout the other Sections, closes this work. In addition, a brief overview on results pre-
viouly obtained on the noncommutative Burgers equation, its recursion operator and the link
with the heat equation are also recalled to help the reader.
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2 The mirror non-Abelian Burgers hierarchy
In this Section, the non-Abelian Cole-Hopf transformation r = uxu
−1 is applied to the heat
equation to obtain a mirror non-Abelian Burgers equation, as, according to [20], we term it.
That is, consider the Ba¨cklund transformation:
B(u, r) = 0 , where B(u, r) = ru− ux (1)
which links the heat equation ut = uxx to the mirror non-Abelian Burgers equation
rt = rxx + 2rxr, (2)
where, following the method in [7], rxx + 2rxr = Φ(r)rx, when Φ(r) denotes the recursion
operator admitted by the mirror non-Abelian Burgers equation.
Proposition 1. The operator Φ(r) is given by
Φ(r) = (D − Cr)(D +Rr)(D − Cr)
−1, where Cr :=
[
r, ·
]
, (3)
i.e. Cr denotes the commutator with r, and Rr is the right multiplication by r.
Proof Given the Cole-Hopf transformation B in (1), its directional derivatives are:
Bu[V ] =
∂
∂ǫ
∣∣∣
ǫ=0
(
r(u+ ǫV )− (u+ ǫV )x
)
= rV − Vx,
Br[W ] =
∂
∂ǫ
∣∣∣
ǫ=0
(
(r + ǫW )u− ux
)
=Wu,
namely, for V ∈ TuU , W ∈ TrS, it follows Bu = Lr −D and Br = Ru, hence the transformation
operator T = −B−1r Bu. Then, when Lr denotes the left multiplication by r, the following
identities
DRu = RuD +RuRr = Ru(D +Rr)
LuDLu−1 = Lu (Lu−1D − Lu−1LuxLu−1) = (D − Lr)
(D − Lr)Ru = (RuD +RuRr)− LrRu = Ru(D − Cr)
Lu(D +Rr) = DLu − LrLu + LuRr = (D − Cr)Lu
Ru−1DRu = D +Ru−1Rux = (D +Rr)
allow to write the transformation operator T in the form
T = (D − Cr)Ru−1 ; (4)
Then, the recursion operator Φ(r), given in (3), is obtained via
Φ = TDT−1,
where D is the trivial recursion operator admitted by the linear heat equation. ✷
Hence, the mirror non-Abelian Burgers hierarchy is represented by
rtn = Φ(r)
n−1rx, n ≥ 1, (5)
the lowest members of which read
rt1 = rx,
rt2 = rxx + 2rxr,
rt3 = rxxx + 3rxxr + 3r
2
x + 3rxr
2.
(6)
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Note that all the members of this hierarchy are obtained from the corresponding ones in the
non-Abelian Burgers hierarchy when left multiplication is replaced with right multiplication.
Furthermore, also in this case, the whole hierarchy is linked via a Cole-Hopf mirror transforma-
tion, which now is (1), instead of B(u, s) = us−ux. Transformation (1) connects corresponding
members in the heat hierarchy (23) to corresponding ones in the non-Abelian Burgers mirror
hierarchy (5).
The next Sections are devoted to stated and prove the main Theorem on properties of the
operator Φ(r).
3 The non-Abelian mirror Burgers recursion operator
This Section is devoted to the operator Φ(r) and, in particular, the following theorem is the
main result.
Theorem 2. The operator given in (3), i.e.
Φ(r) = (D − Cr)(D +Rr)(D − Cr)
−1
represents the hereditary recursion operator of the non-Abelian mirror Burgers equation.
To prove the Theorem 2 the following steps are needed
• prove that the operator Φ(r) is a strong symmetry for the base member hierarchy, i.e.
rt = H(r), where H(r) = rx;
• prove that the operator Φ(r) is hereditary.
Then, combination of the two steps completes the proof since it allows to conclude, as in [5],
that the operator Φ(r) is hereditary. Then, according to [5], it is a strong symmetry for all the
higher order nonlinear evolution equations of the non-Abelian mirror Burgers hierarchy (5).
Proof (of Theorem 2) Step 1 is represented by the following
Proposition 3. The operator Φ(r) is a strong symmetry for rt = H(r), where H(r) = rx.
Proof (of Proposition 3) The proposition is proved when 1 the condition
Φ′(r)[H(r)] = [H ′,Φ(r)] (7)
is shown to hold.
First of all, note that since H(r) = rx, then H
′(r) = D; thus, on substitution of both of them
the relation to prove becomes
Φ′(r)[rx] = [D,Φ(r)]. (8)
For computational convenience, the operator Φ(r) is re-written in the equivalent form
Φ(r) = D +Rr + Lrx(D − Cr)
−1 (9)
where, respectively, Cr, Rr and Lr denote the commutator, right and left multiplication by r,
that is
Crσ := [r, σ], Rrσ := σr, Lrσ := rσ, ∀σ.
1see the Appendix and [14].
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Direct computation proves the thesis. The Fre´chet derivatives of the operator Φ(r), in (9), is
Φ′(r)[V ] = RV + LVx(D − Cr)
−1 + Lrx(D − Cr)
−1CV (D − Cr)
−1. (10)
The latter follows since ∀V , C ′r[V ] = CV , R
′
r[V ] = RV , L
′
rx
[V ] = LVx , and product rule is
applied so that the Fre´chet derivative of (D − Cr)
−1 follows 2
((D − Cr)
−1)′[V ] = (D −Cr)
−1CV (D − Cr)
−1. (11)
To evaluate Φ′(r)[rx], let V = rx in (10),
Φ′(r)[rx] = Rrx + Lrxx(D − Cr)
−1 + Lrx(D − Cr)
−1Crx(D − Cr)
−1. (12)
Now, since [D − Cr,D] = [D,Cr] = Crx implies [D, (D − Cr)
−1] = (D − Cr)
−1Crx(D − Cr)
−1,
the right hand side gives
[D,Φ(r)] = [D,Rr] + [D,Lrx(D − Cr)
−1]
= Rrx + Lrxx(D − Cr)
−1 + Lrx[D, (D − Cr)
−1]
= Rrx + Lrxx(D − Cr)
−1 + Lrx(D − Cr)
−1Crx(D −Cr)
−1, (13)
Comparison of (12) with (13) shows (8) and completes the proof. ✷
The next Step 2 needed to prove Theorem 2 is represented by the proof that the operator Φ(r)
is hereditary: this result is established in the next Section.
Remark A computer algebra program (using a symbolic language) was constructed to pro-
vide a computer assisted proof of the recursivity of the operator Φ(r) and the hereditariness of
the same operator. Note that one of the main difficulties to overcome writing computer routines
that may prove results concerning non-Abelian properties is that in the symbolic language, by
default, all the variables are assumed to commute. Hence, non commutativity requires non
trivial ad hoc routines.
On the other hand, in devising the computer assisted proof there is no need of introducing
the notion of equivalence between operators, a relation useful to simplify the computations done
by hand. For instance, in [7], equivalence relations are introduced to avoid the explicit compu-
tation of those terms whose contribution satisfies the due symmetry requirement. The computer
algebra routines we prepared straightly produces all the terms and, then, verify symmetry after
the exchange of the two arbitrary fields therein and the consequent sum. Some of the details
are given in Section 5. ✷
4 The hereditariness of the non-commutative mirror Burgers
recursion operator
This section is devoted to the hereditariness of non-commutative mirror Burgers recursion op-
erator. The definition of hereditariness, introduced in [14] in the context of nonlinear evolution
equations, represents a key tool since, a strong symmetry (recursion operator according to [22])
which is also hereditary represents a strong symmetry also for each one the nonlinear evolution
equations of the hierarchy, in this case (5), it generates. That is, the property is inherited from
one equation to the next one in the hierarchy and, hence, to the whole hierarchy. Hereditariness
(see the definition in the Appendix) is an algebraic property: it can be verified when a bilin-
ear form is checked to be symmetric with respect to the exchange between each other of two
arbitrary chosen fields it acts on.
2Recall that
(
Γ−1(r)
)
′
[V ] = Γ(r)−1
(
− Γ′(r)[V ]
)
Γ(r)−1 holds for an operator-valued function Γ(r).
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Theorem 4. (Statement) The non-commutative mirror Burgers recursion operator given in
(3) is hereditary.
The thesis of this Theorem can be proved in various different ways.
1. Indeed, Fokas and Fuchssteiner [12] proved that hereditary operators are mapped to hered-
itary operators via Ba¨cklund transformations. This result can be applied to the non-
commutative mirror Burgers recursion operator since it is obtained via the Cole-Hopf
transformation of the trivial recursion operator D admitted by the heat equation.
2. Following the method in [7], a direct proof can be constructed computing all the terms
in (17). Note that, the notion of equivalence can be introduced to simplify the required
computations.
3. In addition, via an ad hoc computer algebra program which verifies that (17) holds true.
This third choice is examined in the next Section. Note that the idea to employ computer
algebra routines to investigate properties of recursion operators in not new, see [16] for early
results, and [1] (and references therein) for recent developments on the subject. However, all of
them are concerned about non linear evolution equations where the unknown is a real valued
function and hence, the devised routines, in different symbolic languages, are in an Abelian
framework while the present investigation concerns non-Abelian operator unknowns.
5 Computer assisted results
To ease-up the proof of some of the analytic properties of recursion operators, a computer alge-
bra program (using a symbolic language) was constructed that provides an automatic assisted
achievement of the necessary steps. At first, proof of the recursivity of the operator Φ(r) has
been produced. Then, to also prove hereditariness of the same operator a second computer alge-
bra program has been realized. Clearly, computer algebra is convenient when long and tedious
computations are necessary, however it must be noticed that other technical problems arise. For
instance, one of the main difficulties to overcome has been that of writing routines that proved
results concerning non-Abelian computations. Indeed in the symbolic language, by default, all
the variables are assumed to commute, and all the operations such as multiplications, deriva-
tives, and similar, are commutative by default. Hence, non commutativity required non trivial
ad hoc routines.
Specifically, automatic proofs procedure developed along the following subsequent steps.
The first step concerned realizing that operator Φ(r) may be easily rewritten if a convenient
derivation is introduced, namely, let us introduce the operator: ID := (D − Cr). Indeed, ID has
all necessary and characteristic properties of a derivative (linearity, Leibnitz rule, etc.), and in
the course of computation it may be (and has been) used and interpreted as a normal derivative,
provided that its real meaning is kept into account. This is not only to say that: when IDf(x(η))
needs to be computed then the result is fx−
[
r, f
]
, but also that, when any other algebraic rule
is concerned, the new derivative ID =: ∂
∂η
may replace the former ∂
∂x
= D derivative, until the
variable x ∈ RI is replaced back at its place.
The second step is then that of writing the operator Φ(r) by use of this new convenient
derivative ID. Its consequent compact form, from (3), is easily found to be:
Φ(r) = ID (ID + Lr) ID
−1
and since it clearly is IDr ≡ Dr, then this compact form for Φ(r) immediately shows that the
equation’s hierarchy is simply given by
Φn(r)Dr = ID(ID + Lr)
n r .
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In particular, the compact form for the mirror Burgers equation has the easy aspect
rt = Φ(r)Dr = ID(ID + Lr)r = ID
2r + IDr2 .
Third step has been that of confirming the recursivity property of Φ(r) by automatic com-
putation with use of this new operator ID. To achieve this, its Fre´chet derivative is needed, yet
obviously keeping in mind that ID is still a function of the equation variable r, and hence that
the following hold{ (
ID
)
′
[V ] = (D − Cr)
′[V ] = −CV(
ID−1
)
′
[V ] = −ID−1
(
ID
)
′
ID−1 = (D − Cr)
−1CV (D − Cr)
−1 .
Consequently, the Fre´chet derivative of Φ(r) = D +Rr + Lrx(D − Cr)
−1, given in (10), that is
Φ′[V ] = RV + LVx(D − Cr)
−1 + Lrx
(
(D − Cr)
−1
)
′
[V ] ,
turns out to acquire the computational more convenient form
Φ′[V ] = −CV + LV + LVxID
−1 + LrxID
−1CV ID
−1 (14)
= RV + LIDV ID
−1 + L[r,V ]ID
−1 + LrxID
−1CV ID
−1 , (15)
where it must be recalled that the field IDV is in fact ∂
∂η
V = ∂
∂x
V − CrV .
Next step is that of the technical (long and tedious) computations of the desired properties.
The first one, recursivity, is first performed using the base member of the hierarchy, according
to which the condition Φ′[rx] −
[
D,Φ
]
= 0 is verified. To prove this fact, the operator ID may
be used as the (unique) derivative operator with respect to the new variable η, however it has
still been kept in mind that this is possible only by replacing the old derivative ∂
∂x
= D by
the operator (ID + Cr), and by using the Fre´chet derivative of Φ(r) with its form (15). This
is actually what it has been done to confirm the explicit direct proof that is also provided in
the previous Section. Furthermore, also to check the automatic procedure, the next hierarchy
member has been obtained:
Φ′[H(r)] =
[
H ′(r), ID(ID + Lr)ID
−1
]
(16)
whereH(r) is the (symmetric) Burgers equation: H(r) = ID2r+IDr2, and H ′ is its r−derivative:
H ′(r) = D2 + 2RrD + 2Lrx expressed in the new coordinates (and remember that rη ≡ rx):
H ′(r) = ID2 −Rrη + 3Lrη + Lr2 −Rr2 + 2LrID .
It is useful to remark here that, although the variable η coincides with the variable x, all
the same, due to non-commutative asset, their two derivations ID and D are different, and may
coincide only in the commutative case. Only for convenience, we write here the common value
of (16):


rηη
rrη
Rrηηη ID
−1
rηr
2RrRrηη ID
−1
2RrηRrη ID
−1
RrRrRrη ID
−1


+


Rrη ID
−1Rrηη ID
−1
−RrηRrRrID
−1
−Rrη ID
−1rηηID
−1
Rrη ID
−1RrRrη ID
−1
Rrη ID
−1RrηRrID
−1
−Rrη ID
−1rrηID
−1
−Rrη ID
−1rηrID
−1


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It may also be remarked that, although this being only a matter of chance, the same result
may be found if the derivative ID is not considered as a function of r itself, but only as a single
derivative. It is in fact immediate to see that in this case:
Φ′[rη]−
[
ID,Φ
]
= IDLrη ID
−1 + ID(ID + Lr)− ID
2(ID + Lr)ID
−1 = 0 .
Unluckily, this fortunate event does not repeat itself in the more difficult case of hereditariness.
Indeed, to prove that operator Φ(r) is hereditary the complete form (15) must be used, and a
long computation is necessary, together with several integration by parts, to acquire the desired
result. In fact, if the difference ΦΦ′[V ]−Φ′[ΦV ] is subdivided into its four terms due to the four
terms of operator Φ′, namely:
Φ′1[V ] = RV
Φ′2[V ] = LIDV ID
−1
Φ′3[V ] = CrV ID
−1
Φ′4[V ] = rηID
−1CV ID
−1
then the four values for the difference Sj := ΦΦ
′
j[V ]− Φ
′
j[ΦV ], j = 1, .., 4 are as follows
3
S1 =


−RrV
−Rrη(ID−1V )
RV ID
r RV
rη ID
−1 RV

 S2 =


Vη
−2rη V ID
−1
−rηη(ID
−1V ) ID−1
rη ID
−1 Vη ID
−1


S3 =


r V
−V r
rη V ID
−1
−V rη ID
−1
rη(ID
−1V ) r ID−1
−r rη (ID
−1V ) ID−1
rη ID
−1 r V ID−1
−rη ID
−1V r ID−1


S4 =


rη V ID
−1
−rη RV ID
−1
rη ID
−1 RVη ID
−1
rη ID
−1 RrV ID
−1
rηη ID
−1 V ID−1
−rη ID
−1 Vη ID
−1
−rηη ID
−1 RV ID
−1
r rη ID
−1 V ID−1
−r rη ID
−1 RV ID
−1
−rη ID
−1 r V ID−1
−rη ID
−1 rη (ID
−1V ) ID−1
rη ID
−1 rη ID
−1 V ID−1
−rη ID
−1 rη ID
−1 RV ID
−1
rη ID
−1 Rrη(ID−1V ) ID
−1


It is clear that even in the automatic procedure the form (15) implies that the actual result
of the term that has to be symmetric in the exchange W ↔ V is sufficiently long:
3In the following terms, the symbol L, which denotes left multiplication, is omitted to simplify the notation.
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

rη ID
−1(ID−1W ) Vη
rη ID
−1W V
rη ID
−1rη (ID
−1V (ID−1W ))
rη ID
−1(ID−1W ) r V
rη ID
−1(ID−1W ) rη (ID
−1V )
Wη V
Vη W
rηη ID
−1V (ID−1W )
−rη ID
−1rη (ID
−1(ID−1W ) V )
−rη ID
−1V r (ID−1W )
−rη ID
−1rη (ID
−1V ) (ID−1W )
−rηη ID
−1(ID−1W ) V


+


r W V
r V W
r rη ID
−1V (ID−1W )
−r rη ID
−1(ID−1W ) V
−W r V
−W rη (ID
−1V )
−V rη (ID
−1W )
−V r W
−rη (ID
−1W ) V
−rηη (ID
−1V ) (ID−1W )
rη (ID
−1V ) r (ID−1W )
−r rη (ID
−1V ) (ID−1W )


The final step in the automatic computations has been that of proving that this term is
indeed symmetric in the exchange between W and V , a fact that as already mentioned has
required several integrations by part, many of which proved to be more conveniently solved by
hand rather than by the automatic procedure.
On the other hand, when the necessary macros for the symbolic language are ready for the
non-commutative Burgers’ mirror equation, then it is only a matter of care to use them again
with some similar equation. For instance, all the corresponding properties of the direct non-
commutative Burgers’ equation: st = Ψ(s)sx = sxx + 2ssx have again been found with respect
to the corresponding new derivation: D := (D + Cs).
6 Appendix
The aim of this Appendix is twofold; indeed, it collects, in its initial part, some background
notions and definitions used throughout the whole article while, in the second part, results on
the non-Abelian Burgers, in [7] are briefly recalled.
6.1 some background definitions
Definition 1. (Symmetry)
Given an evolution equation ut = K(u), where u(x, ·) ∈M and K :M → TM is an appropriate
C∞ vector field on a manifold M , a map σ : M → TM is said to be an infinitesimal symmetry
generator (for short symmetry) if it leaves the evolution equation itself invariant under the
infinitesimal transformation u→ u+ εσ.
As stated in [14], if σ and K are in involution, i.e. if [σ,K] is identically zero, then σ is a
symmetry of the given nonlinear evolution equation.
Definition 2. (Strong Symmetry)
An operator-valued function Γ(u) is called a strong symmetry of ut = K(u) if, for every sym-
metry V it admits, the vector field Γ(u)V is again a symmetry.
If Γ is a strong symmetry of ut = K(u), as proved in [14], the condition Γ
′[K]V = K ′[ΓV ]−
ΓK ′[V ] holds for any vector field V .
Definition 3. (Hereditariness)
An an operator-valued function Γ is called hereditary if for every u ∈M where Γ is defined, the
bilinear form
Γ Γ′[V ]W − Γ′[ΓV ]W, (17)
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is symmetric in V , W ∈ TuM .
6.2 The non-Abelian Burgers hierarchy
This Section is devoted to a brief overview on known results concerning the non-Abelian Burgers
equation, the related recursion operator as well as the hierarchy it generates. Crucial tool is a
non-Abelian generalization of the Cole-Hopf transformation connecting the Burgers equation to
the linear heat equation. Given the non-Abelian heat equation
ut = K(u) , K(u) = uxx (18)
and the non-Abelian Burgers equation
st = G(s) , G(s) = sxx + 2ssx, (19)
they are connected via the Cole-Hopf transformation s = u−1ux, which can be written under
the form of Ba¨cklund transformation:
B(u, s) = 0 , where B(u, s) = us− ux . (20)
This connection, given the trivial recursion operatorD, admitted by the heat equation, according
to [6, 7], allows to construct the recursion operator Ψ(s), admitted by the Burgers equation,
that is
Ψ(s) = (D + Cs)(D + Ls)(D + Cs)
−1, (21)
which can also be written as
Ψ(s) = D + Ls +Rsx(D + Cs)
−1. (22)
The latter is the form of the recursion operator also obtained by Gu¨rses, Karasu and Turhan [18]
via a Lax pair representation of the non-commutative Burgers hierarchy. Then, the following
hierarchies, respectively (23) and (24), are constructed on application of the trivial recursion
operator D, admitted by the heat equation and the recursion operator Ψ(s) in (21)
utn = D
n−1ux, n ≥ 1, (23)
the lowest members of which read
ut1 = ux,
ut2 = uxx,
ut3 = uxxx.
and
stn = Ψ(s)
n−1sx, n ≥ 1, (24)
the lowest members of which read
st1 = sx,
st2 = sxx + 2ssx,
st3 = sxxx + 3ssxx + 3s
2
x + 3s
2sx.
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The algebraic properties of the operator Ψ(s), firstly obtained in [6] and, independently, in [18],
are studied in [7] where Ψ(s) is proved to be a strong symmetry, which is also hereditary.
Remark Finally, note that, as expected, if the unknown operator functions s and r, re-
spectively, in the non-Abelian Burgers (24) and mirror non-Abelian Burgers hierarchy (5) are
replaced by a real valued unknown function v, then, the commutative Burgers hierarchy is ob-
tained. Furthermore, when v is substituted to s and r, in turn, in the expressions of the two
recursion operators Ψ(s), in (22), and Φ(r), in (9), they both reduce to the usual (commutative)
form of the Burgers hereditary recursion operator, that is
Φ(v) ≡ Ψ(v) = D + v + vxD
−1. (25)
Hence, the (commutative) Burgers hierarchy follows as a special case of both the non-Abelian
Burgers hierarchies (24) and (5).
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